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KNITTED IN LOVE

Psalms 139:13

For you created my inmost being;

you knit me together in my mother’s womb.

What is knitting? The act of forming a fabric by looping a continuous yarn. Rows of connected 

loops that intermesh with the next and previous rows. The act of interlocking or interconnecting 

is knitting.

Knitting is done by one yarn which is looped continuously, like we see in sweater knitting. It is 

one thread which is locked and interlocked to form a fabric which is used for making beautiful 

dresses.

LORD knit me together ie: HE is that yarn which is connecting the mesh together. HE is that 

solder, which is joining the fusible metal. HE is that bond, that adhesive which is keeping the 

cells alive maintaining its elasticity, its flexibility, its texture, its strength. That’s the reason, 

when soul leaves the body it loses, its connectivity. 

The adhesive which keeps our organs connected is the blood. Stronger the adhesive...stronger 

the bond. And OUR LORD gave HIS precious BLOOD that kept HIS organs bonded, for US. 

HIS Blood OUR Bond OUR Strength. 

Therefore, HIS Blood Our Strength.

HE is that important, prime, crucial medium which is needed for the formation of human being. 

HE IS THE BLOOD which flows within us… Now you can correlate, why blood test is important 

for any sickness? HE is that nutrition filled source, which keeps our organ functioning. Any 

deviation in any of the parameters affects the body.

Job 10:11

You clothed me with skin and flesh, and knit me together with bones and sinews.
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The knit has to be so strong that, it should be able to join the sinews, which are strong fibrous 

tissue like ligament or tendon to the bones.

Friends, scripture says that LORD has created us by knitting HIS heart with ours in LOVE…. HIS 

HEART is linked to Our Heart

HE IS IN US and WE ARE IN HIM

We are MADE FOR EACHOTHER.

Shalom to all!
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